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Ecuador'scattlebusiness (below) isgrowing
in importance.Opposite page: The counlrv

leads the world in the export of bananas

(center) and balsa (top, right). Itsfishing

fleets (bottom, right) and oilpalm cultivation

(bottom, left) are expanding. It makes the
toguilla strawhat (top, left), miscalled the
"Panama"after theplace whereit wasfirst

widely distributed.
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hi Ecuador, the old endures slurdilv and usefullv beside the new.

Readingright, toprow: the16th century house ofQuito'sfounder,
Benalcdzar, is, like many colonial buildings, stilla livable structure;
new officesgo up in Guayaquil asconstruction booms; modemtextile
factory in Cuenca andfarmwife weaverproducefor domestic and
exportmarkets. Second row, readingright:numerousindependent
truckingfirmsdo bulk ofnation's overland transport; injungle,
paddledandoutboard-driven canoes arechiefcarriers; modem
traffic controlprotects pedestrians in Quito's historic Independence
Square; one-stop shoppingfeatured in new department stores will be
nonovelty toEcuadoriansfamiliar with convenience ofopen-air
markets. Bottom, from left: junglepioneers improvise aqueductfrom
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Mr. L.A. Benachi
B.P. 268
Alexandria, Egypt.

Dear Mr, Benachi,

THE AMERICAN NUMISMATIC SOCIET^
Broadway at 156th Street

New York 32, N.Y. a.>^ n

/I•TTp^
March 5, 1959

I was glad to hear from you again and much interested in
the Amphora stamp that you forwarded. It struck me immediately
as being very similar to the coin type at Samoa, where one finds
a series of tetradrachms with the forepart of a bull to the right
in an incuse square. The BMC plates illustrate a numlprer of these
specimens and I think you will agree that the correspondence is
"Blose, This is of course assuming that the "hump" is extraneous.
If it is intentional the connection with Samoa Is not valid. The
mint which does use the humped bull is Tralles in lydia. However,
there the bull usually has his head down and very often faces
front. The coins are later and the incuse does not appear.

Is the marking at the top really a letter or could it be a
somewhat obscure trident. There is a second century coinage at
SamoB which has a trident symbol associated with the bull but of
course it is a common symbol.

As to the dates, the Samian tetradrachms most like your stamp Jj
belong in the second half of the fourth century which is probably r
too early but the forepart of the bull does continue as a type in
the second century. The Tralles coins are later - 2nd - 1st centuries
B.C.

I do not know whether this has been very helpful or not, but
I am glad to have a record of the stamp.

With kind regards, I am
Sincerely yourf,

Margaret Thompson

X 4- . WT •

Ljji
3 3 6^
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Samian ^?) shapos, early 6th to 3rd century B.C. Jara at 1;10,
V. R. GRACE; SAialAlJ AmPHORAS

See documentation, pp.OOO-OOOl
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Study of the Samian shape from the eaiiy 6th to the 3rd centiry B.C.

Study of the Samian shape, early 6th to 3rd century B.C. Jars at 1 ; 10. See documentation
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Fig. 1. Boshlau's shapas in Samoa; 1, his gonoralizod picture of amphoras S.o[

the Tigani cemetery; 2 and 3, from tombs Ufrom lSgaHiitieflie-^Bx|xa»six5? Petrie's drawings of jars^in Naukratis and Daphnai,
most

cited by Boehlau as matching those^commonly found at Tigani. See notes 42 and 43

for documentation, including the evidence for scale; 1:10.
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"J' Anareas Dimoulinis. Scale

1:10.



Fig. 1. Boehlau's Bhapas in Samoaj 1, his gonoralizod picture of amphoras S.o(

tonthe Tigani camotory; 2 and 3, from tombs
from hh# fJgaKtti®fta-^Br|xaKJixi? Potrie's drawings of jars, in Naukratis and Daphnai,

most

cited by Boehlau as matching those ^commonly found at Tigani. See notes 42 and 43

for documentation, including the evidence for scale; 1;10.
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Fig, 2, Attic 11, an SOS jar) and Samian I?) amphora® from the Agora Excavations.

-——Early 7th century ^1), early 6th century 12), and oa. 500 B.C. (3-5). Note the typo

of foot. For 1, 2, 3, and 5, see respectively notes 58, 46, 59, and again 59; for 4,

see Documentation of Plate, , 3 (p.OOO). S**i*xxix±0x Publication drawings by
/•-i/) fi ^ J

•^lon Bezi and W.B.Dinsmoor, ^r., from pencil originals by Andreas Dimoulinis. Scale
1:10.
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1
Fig. 3. Samian I?) amphora shapos from the Agora Exca-vations. Ca. 460 B.C. (1)

and last quarter of 5th century B.C. For 1 and 3, see respectively notes 60 and 64* for

7 'O
2, see Documentation of Plate , 5 Ip.000). Publication drawings by hoien Bezi^from

pencil originals by Andreas Dimoulinis. Scale 1;10. ~
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December 20, 1970

Dear Virginia;

Many thanks for yoxir card with account of your
travels. i sent no cards this year except to people rarely
communicated with. I am sorry we all missed a visit from you
in Princeton, and especially that you didn't see my dear little
Tamino, who continues to be a great joy. I laughed, sorrowfully,
about your thoughts and fears about Soso that hit you on the
plane. That used to afflict Lucy and me about Pussy every time
we took a trip, and now I begin to have the same ones about
Tamino.

How fortunate that you got adl your records in without
trouble 1 The last time I went in I fovind the same happy lack
of interest in opening any baggage. I had just put this letter
in the typewriter (or rather the paper) when the Fidelio I had
been listening to while doing other things reached the point
where I had to devote my full attention to it so I went down
and had an early tea. How did the Athens radio do on the
Beethoven year? I hope you got some of the fine things we have
been having while you were over on this side.

This is very interesting about Missy and Ruth moving to
Woodstock. I wonder if they will really enjoy it, but anything
that enables Missy to get away more easily will be a good thing,
especially if it enables her to go back to Greece. I hate to
see her losing all her own,interests. She is coming here on
the 28th and we are going to commute to such of the Christmas
meetings as appeal to us or we can't escape. I hope this will
work out pleasantly and not ttirn out to be a chore going in
and out. Neither 6f us took much interest in going in and
staying for the whole time.

Edith Camp wrote with pleasure of seeing you in Cam
bridge. She is greatly looking forward, as you know, to going
to Greece in March.

It was good to hear of the Megaws, and that Peter found
the pottery from the wreck near Volo so interesting. I had a
card, in which Elektra said that she was almost all right.

Sam and Sally have just set out for Florida (by train)
for two weeks, and will come back to find Sheila and her two
children. It is earnestly hoped that they will have moved out
of 6k Battle Road and over to Peggy's by the time S and S return
because the latter begin to find it a little Much.

The advance copies of Agora XII look very nice and it is
bT^recli^nT^ »a±tior. will wxureceiving a copy as soon as they reach Athens. I wish
Lucy could have seen it but at least she had a very good idea
how it was going to look and was, I think, satisfied.

This brings all sorts of wishes for the New Year (too late
for Christmas, I fear), I hope all the miseries that brought
you to the U.S. are now in the past.

L"0^1
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THE SILVER COINS OF SAMOS COME OF AGE
(v^ l^rnA^ /d0rrl<-^i>('V\fl

John Penrose Barron

(Plates II-V)

Looking back recently at the preface to The Siluer Coins of Samos, published in 1966, I was
saddened to see how many of those whose help is there acknowledged — Colin Kraay and Otto
Morkholm among them — are no longer among us. Ernst Buschor, the doyen of Samian archaeolo
gists, was already dead: I shall never forget my introduction to his beloved Heraion, as he skipped
from stone to stone across that boggy site, pointing out one feature after another with the kind of
boyish enthusiasm that only octogenarians can muster. The book was dedicated to E. S. G. Robin
son — the Munzenpapst, von Aulock used to call him, for he was infallible — because he had set me
upon the road to Samos, and had been a generous companion along every step of the way. And Colin
Kraay, too, was a good friend: tireless, acute, sympathetic as he was, I am ashamed now to recall
how I exploited his good nature with continual demands to talk and to read. He never let me see
that he had much better things to do with his time: and 1 hope he might have been equally patient
with these further thoughts on Samos, dedicated to his memory, and suggested by two great hoards
such as excited him most, the one unearthed in time to be known to him, the other found too late (i).

The first of these hoards, of some nine hundred silver coins found in 1969 in Middle Egypt, perhaps
near Asyut, has been very fully studied and published, so that as many as eight hundred and seventy
of the original nine hundred coins are well known. The hoard is to be dated ca. 480-475 B.C. (®). In it
were fourteen of the tetradrachms struck by Samian exiles at Zankle from 494/3 to 490/89, together
with one archaic drachma and eighteen tetradrachms of Samos herself, extending from the very
beginning of Class 1, with small incuse and dotted borders, virtually to the end of Class 11, the short
lived class with square incuse and ethnic inscription. The second hoard is gigantic alike in size and
importance. Buried ca. 464 beyond the mountainous backdrop of Phaselis in Lykia were almost two
thousand coins held in a pithos, partly Lycian and partly a conspectus of the issues of the Athenian
alliance. From Athens herself came no fewer than fourteen of the excessively rare decadrachms —
more than doubling the list of known examples— and the find has in consequence become known as
the 'Decadrachm hoard'. Its Samian component numbers forty-one tetradrachms and a trihemiobol.

(1) In this study I have enjoyed the generous help of Ian Carradice, Philip Kinns, Martin Price, ZakShipley, Sharon
Siegfriedt, Jeffrey Spier, Cornelius C. Vermeule III, Nancy Waggoner. My greatest debt is to Kenneth Jenkins, not
only for making the photographs for the plates but for his help, patience and forebearance at every stage. He might
more justly have been listed as co-author; but he should not be held responsible for the faults that remain.

(2) M. Price and N. Waggoner, Archaic Greek Coinage, The Asyut Hoard, London, 1975. For Zankle, see p. 26 ff. and
pi. i-ii 12-24 ; for Samos, p. 89 f. and pi. xxiv 645-63 ; for date of burial, p. 13-14. See also C. M. Kraay, NC, 137, 1977
p. 189-198.
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in a sequence extending back to the earliest tetradrachms and ending with issue viii of the symbol-
marked Class

Between them these hoards mark a great gain in material for the study of the Samian coinage.
Twenty-one years ago the list of tetradrachms from Class I to Class III (viii) comprised exactly fifty
specimens; now there are a hundred and nine. There were 21 obverse dies, used in 37 combinations;
the corresponding figures are now 24 and 61. But there are no new issues: we may I think be
confident that the record is virtually complete. Moreover the order in which the symbols were
employed, judged previously from die-links and from stylistic development and fabric, appears now
to be confirmed. The Decadrachm hoard contained examples of issues (i) to (vi) and (viii), but none
of (ix) to (xiv) or or Class IV with olive branch, superficially similar to (viii) (^).

The coins of the Samians at Zankle present a similar picture. The Asyut hoard has taken obverse
dies and die-combinations from 10 and 13 to 15 and 20 respectively, and all issues are represented
except the last lettered sequence with 3. Of the lettered issues A turns out to be a much larger
striking than the solitary example previously known had seemed to indicate. But still there is no
sign of the elusive f.

With the encouragement of these hoards to believe thatsubsequent finds are henceforth unlikely to
do more than confirm what is already known, we may feel that the time has come to offer a fresh
catalogue, integrating the new coins with the old.

As a group, the Samian coins of the Decadrachm hoard are heavier than the notional weight-
standard deduced from previously known examples (®). Partly this is explained by their better-than-
average condition, but perhaps also by deliberate selection of specimens to be hoarded. At any rate,
the frequency-table of weights now looks rather different:

13.60

13.50

13.40

13.30

13.20

13.10

13.00-

12.90-

13.51

13.41

13.31

13.21

13.11

13.01

12.91

12.81

A. TETRADRACHMS FROM THE DECADRACHM HOARD

( ) Preliminary publication by S. Fried, J. Spier and J. H. Kagan, in I. Carradice, ed.. Coinage and Administra
tion in the Athenian and Persian Empires, Ninth Oxford Symposium on Coinage and Monetary History, (BAR Internatio
nal Series, 343), Oxford. 1987 -hereafter referred to as CA. The hoard, from the area of Elmali, will be dispersed ;but a
lull publication is in preparation.

(4) For the material previously known, see J. P. Barron, The Silver Coins of Samos, London. 1966 -henceforth SCS -
p.40-93; catalogue. 176-86. and pi.vi-x.

(5) Cf. S. Fried, CA, p. 7. For previous frequency-tables see SCS, p. 156.



13.60-13.51

13.50-13.41

13.40-13.31

13.30-13.21

13.20-13.11

13.10-13.01

13.00-12.91

12.90-12.81

12.80-12.71

12.70-12.61

12.60-12.51

12.50-12.41

Below

W I';

The Silver Coins of Samos come of Age

B. SAM IAN-WEIGHT TETRADACHMS OF ALL CLASSES

C. SAMIAN-WEIGHT TETRADRACHMS BY CLASS

11

I II III IV
All

V VI VII
All

VIII All
I-IV V-VII

13.60-13.51 1 1 1 1 2
13.50-13.41 1 1 1

13.40-13.31 1 3 4 4

13.30-13.21 4 4 14 22 1 1 2 24
13.20-13.11 • 2 22 1 25 3 7 10 35
13.10-13.01 2 4 14 20 3 5 20 28 48
13.00-12.91 3 1 11 1 16 6 3 12 21 37

12.90-12.81 2 4 10 16 2 2 4 8 1 25
12.80-12.71 2 3 6 11 1 8 9 20
12.70-12.61 2 2 4 1 1 1 6
12.60-12.51 1 1 3 3 4
12.50-12.41 1 1 2 3 3 5
Below 1 1 2 1 1 1 4

Total 15 23 85 2 125 15 15 57 87 3 215

It is still the case that in all Classes the overwhelming majority of specimens weigh more than
12.70 gm but not more than 13.30 gm. But whereas in 1966 it could seem that the 'target' was 13.01-
13.10gm, and that is still the greatest frequency overall, the new specimens of Classes I-III (viii)
carry the target for their issues up to 13.11-13.20 or even 13.21-13.30. Out of 125 weighed specimens
of the first four Classes, 73 (58 %) weigh more than 13 gm, 53 (42 %) more than 13.1 gm and 28
(22%) more than 13.2 gm ; but only 6(5%) weigh more than 13.3 gm. The standard, therefore, seems
to have been close to 13.3 gm. There is, I think, no suggestion that Classes IV-VII were minted to a
lighter standard: it is simply that they are a more representative sample of unselected coins from
circulation, including worn specimens. But if the standard was as high as ca. 13.3 gm, there is no
longer a case for distinguishing two phases, the 'heavy Samian' at ca. 13.4 gm and the 'Samian' at
ca. 13.1 gm. In SCS I identified the former as the weight of abrief but carefully weighed series of

\l.^3
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didrachms and fractions of the late sixth century (®), and it has recently been found as the standard
of some extremely rare electrum staters to be distinguished as Samian by their characteristic reverse
of two parallel incuse squares set at right angles to the greatest dimension of the coin ('). With the
further encouragement of the coins from the Decadrachm hoard, we' may now see the one 'Samian
standard' as a weight of ca. 13.4 gm — as with so many standards, an aspiration rather than a regular
achievement.

The Asyut and Decadrachm hoards taken together give new evidence of great importance for
chronology. The most securely fixed point for any study of the coinage of Samos in the fifth century
is provided by the coins which Samian refugees struck at Zankle in Sicily in the years following the
collapse of the Ionian revolt against Persia. For Samos, the revolt ended with the Ionian defeat at
Lade in October 495, upon which some wealthy Samians departed for the west to join Zankle in a
new settlement at Kale Akte on the north coast of Sicily. While still en route they learned at Lokroi
Epizephyrioi the news of Zankle's absorption into the sphere of Gela under the powerful tyrant
Hippokrates. Their plans in disarray, they accepted a suggestion from Hippokrates' enemy Anaxi-
las, the newly installed tyrant of Rhegion, that they should forget Kale Akte and seize Zankle itself
in collusion with him. The date of this action is most probably 494, possibly 493. Eventually they
fell out with Anaxilas; for 'not long afterwards' he expelled them and resettled the city with Messe-
nian kin of his own, refugees from the Peloponnesian insurrection which had kept the Spartans from
Marathon in 490, and renamed the place Messana. In the name of Messana he struck coins bearing
his own established Rhegine types of lion's head and calf's head, before changing the types of both
mints to issue coins with mule-car and hare in commemoration of his Olympic victory in 484. The
Samians, then, seized Zankle in 494 (or possibly 493) and were expelled at a date long enough before
484 for Anaxilas to have extended his first coinage there before inaugurating his second coinage in
thatyear. The precise duration of the Samians' stay at Zankle is to be inferred from their coinage (®).

The coinage in question is of tetradrachms accompanied by diobols and even less significant
fractions, all with the same types. These are: obverse, a lion's mask facing, and reverse, the prow of
a warship to left. There is no ethnic inscription. That the types are Samian is certain. The lion's
mask is the invariable Samian obverse type for this denomination. It is mounted on a shield or boss
as on obverse SA2 of Samos Class I, and as the obverse type on a 'winged boar' drachma {SCS pi. ii
40a). The ship's prow is of identical construction to that used as a symbol on Samian tetradrachms
of Class III (vii), and as the obverse type of the fifth-century trihemiobols; and the pig's snout form
of its ram marks it as the Samaina (°).

The reasons for supposing that these coins are not simply another issue of Samos herself are, first,
that their weight-standard, the Euboic, is not the one employed for fifth-century silver coins at
Samos, secondly, that the Samaina is not otherwise used as the whole type for large denominations;
thirdly, that the style of the lion's mask, for all its variability within this series, has no parallel
among the obverse dies of tetradrachms of the classes certainly struck in Samos. Ifthen the coins are

(6) SCS, 25f, 174 and pi.v.
(7) N. M. Waggoner, Early Greek Coins from the Collection of Jonathan P. Rosen (Ancient Coins in Norlh American

Colls 5), New York, 1983, nos 247-49 = M. el M. Vente Publique, 72, (Basel, 6.10.87) 128-30. See also L. Weidauer,

rt rf Elekironpragung (Typos. I), 1975, p. 41, 204-6, for the accompanying half-staters,
c • • -7 references to the ancient evidence. See also W. Schwabacher, Zur Miinzprdgung deramier in an e Messana, in I. Scheidler and H. Wrede, edd., Wandlungen. Sludien zur antiken und neueren Kunsl,
E. Homann-Medekinggewidmei, Waldsassen-Bayern, 1975, p. 107-111 ; N. K. Butter, Athens and the Western Greeks in

NC 145 ^935'̂ ^ 38 f Numismatic Evidence, in Kraay-Merkhotm Essays, below, p. 245-257; against M. Vickers,
(9) Pint., Per.26; cf. SCS, p.6.
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Samian, but struck elsewhere, both historical context and the evidence of hoards make Zankle the

only likely site of production. For it is the only independent settlement known to have been in
Samian hands within this general period ; and although the tetradrachms are more commonly found
in the eastern Mediterranean than in Sicily — five eastern finds as against four western — the tiny
fractions which are much less likely to have travelled far from home are recorded only from the
neighbourhood of Zankle (Messina) itself.

Some of these coins bear a sequence-letter on the reverse. If, as seems likely, these letters mark
annual issues dating from the Samian occupation of Zankle, the coins become precisely datable. The
tetradrachms comprise eight die-combinations without letter, four with A, two with a, five with A
and one with 3. Since Greek usage is to refer to the year after an event as 'the second year', that is in
the present case year 3, it would seem to follow that the unlettered coins and those with A all belong
to the first year of the settlement, when the need for a considerable volume of new coinage would
anyway be most pressing. If year A is 494/3, then 3 will be 490/89. In SCS I argued that 490/89 was
the year in which Anaxilas expelled his former friends. The fractional denominations require this
date to be brought down by two years. In addition to unmarked diobols, obols and hemiobols whose
style matches that of the unmarked tetradrachms, and diobols with a helmet in the obverse field
whose style goes with that of the tetradrachms A and a, there are obols and hemiobols bearing a
sequence-letter. One variety long known is marked ••», and the three pellets had been thought to
mark the denomination as a western Irias ('"). That the mark is rather to be interpreted as A is
suggested by the discovery of a hemiobol lettered X ("). At all events, the latter hemiobol entails a
series of seven issues —^ A a (!") A 3 (U) I, and suggests that the Samians were expelled not in 490/89
but in 488/87. This in turn suggests a somewhat longer duration for the Messenian revolt that kept
the Spartans from Marathon ; but it does not interfere with the dating of Anaxilas' first mule-car and
hare issues to 484, still allowing four years for the minting of his lion's-head-and-calf coinage in the
name of Messana.

In SCS I suggested that the reason why coins of the Samians at Zankle are — exceptionally for
western issues— found not uncommonly in the eastern Mediterranean is that when Anaxilas expel
led them they returned to their homeland taking their money with them, and used it in Samos'
traditional trading area ('''). The Asyut hoard appears to confirm the suggestion; and the identity of
some of the eleven other western coins found with the fourteen Samian is of considerable interest.

Two of them are of pre-Samian Zankle; one is a drachm of Anaxilas from his mint at Rhegion
(nothing of course from Messana). The largest group, of four drachms, is of Himera, Samos' ancient
ally on the north coast of Sicily, not far from the settlers' original goal of Kale Akte. It seems very
probable that the whole western component of the Asyut hoard travelled eastwards in a Samian
purse.

The eighteen tetradrachms from Samos herself found at Asyut may help to resolve the question of
the relative chronology of Zankle and Samos Class I. In SCS I assumed that the latter came first,
and argued that they were the source of the boss or shield for the obverse type at Zankle, for the
dotted reverse border and for the anonymity ofthe series. One could see in them too a precedent for
the minting of fractions, diobol or twelfth and smaller, bearing the same types as the tetradrachms.
It is, of course, formally possible that the influence worked in the other direction, that Zankle came
first and thatSamos adopted these features from the returning refugees in 488/87 ; and it would have

(10) SCS, p. 179 ad fin.
(11) Oxford, see Kraay, ACGC, p. 213 n.2; Smithsonian Institution, see Schwabacher, op. cil., p. 108, 111, pi. 23c.

Neither recognizes the need for afurther issue with digamma: for this letter in the Samian alphabetic sequence see SCS,
p. 190 and pi. xiii 77-78.

(12) SCS, p.44 f; cf. Waggoner and Price, Asyut, p. 27.

li
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the advantage of explaining why, when Samian coins of Zankle appear in the east, Samian coins of
Class I are not to be found in western hoards. This view of the relative chronology is adumbrated by
Martin Price and Nancy Waggoner in their study of the Asyut hoard, on three considerations (").
First, they compare the style of their 652, our S9 of Class I, with SI5 of Class II. But the two
reverses are not particularly close, except that their oxen both face left rather than right; the
obverses are quite unlike. Secondly, the absence of dotted borderon Asyut 653, our S2, could link it
to Class II, whereas the small size of the ox belongs rather to Class I. In fact S2 is from one of four
reverses which share a common obverse; and two others of the reverses do indeed lack the dotted

border. In style however they are far from Class II. Their last argument is the most intriguing of
the three, that the date of the coin of Kyrene on which S7 is overstruck is as late as ca. 495-490 (^*).
This certainly suggests that the distance between Class I and Class II is less than I had supposed. In
fact Asyut 651, our S13, reduces the stylistic gap almost to nothing. Its obverse die SA6, carrying
two more reverses of Class I with it, would appear to be quite at home in Class II, and (apart from
the dotted border) so would the ox of SP13. And yet the coins of Samian Zankle in the hoard are all
quite fresh, some virtually in mint condition; whereas nearly all the Samian tetradrachms of Class I
(though not S13) are quite worn. The answer, presumably, is that Class I did indeed begin well
before the Samian oligarchs' departure for Zankle in 495, and that it continued in their absence,
giving way to Class II with little or no gap around the time of their return. Taking Zankle as the
fixed point, one might now be inclined to date Class I as a sparse series ca. 500-485 (480?) B.C!, Class
II from ca. 485 too (480?) onwards equally sparse. Within Class I we should distinguish a sub-Class
A of tetradrachms and fractions on which the ox's ear is shown erect and the lion's mask once is set

upon a shield; these will be earlier than 494.

One of the curiosities which links Classes I and II is the high proportion of surviving specimens
overstruck on coins of Aigina to which additioned silver has seen hammered to augment their weight,
respectively 20% and 25%. Regular overstriking of this kind is a declaration that the under-type is
not to be regarded as legal tender. But whether the motive lay in contemporary economic policy or
in continuing hatred of Aigina the old enemy, it is not possible to say.

The presence of an unworn winged boar drachma of Class B in the Asyut hoard (645 — same dies
as SCS pi. iv. 77) renews the question whether this numerous class, of the same weight-standard as
the tetradrachms, may in fact represent the bulk of Samian coinage in the period of Class I. It was
evidently voluminous and is apparently much less completely recorded than the heavier Class A
which preceded it; for relatively few of its 43 die-combinations are linked to one another. There is no
other hoard evidence available to settle the chronology. But a close examination of the style of these
drachms may support the suggestion. For it is here alone that we find any close parallels for the
lions' masks of Samian Zankle: SCS pi. iv-v carry many pieces comparable to both the unmarked
tetradrachms and those lettered A and a. Is Class B of the winged boar drachms Samos' basic
coinage of the Ionian Revolt, a resumption of the types under which Polykrates had resisted Persia a
generation before?

For Samos, the chief significance of the Asyut and Decadrachm hoards is in the light they shed on
the dates of Classes I to VII. In SCS I had set up four chronological models for the uninterrupted

(13) Ibid., p. 90. See SCS, p. 32 f.
(14) But the Kyrenaian coin could well be somewhat earlier. Certainly the example in the Asyut hoard (op. cit., Ill

no. 818, pi.XXX) is noticeably worn in comparison with the coins of Samian Zankle in the same hoard.
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sequence of Classes II-VII based respectively on the following hypotheses:
A. Class VII ceased ca. 448/7 at the behest of the Athenian currency decree, dated early.
B. Class VII ceased with the conquest of Samos by Athens in 440/39.
C. Classes VI-VII, annually lettered (A) - were issued from the year ofthe settlement after the

secession of 441/40-439/8, until halted by the Athenian currency decree, dated late.
I \ D. The adoption of the olive branch as constant symbol from Class IV onwards marked the

f j IAthenian take-over of Samos in 440/39.
The models to which those hypotheses gave rise were as follows ('®) :

II

III

IV-V

VI-VII

490/89 - 486/5

485/4 - 469/8

468/7-463/2

462/1-448/7

B

482/1 -478/7

477/6-461/0

460/59-455/4

454/3-440/39
Scheme Dwas most readily dismissed, for reasons given in SCS; and both the Asyut and Deca-
drachm hoards require Classes II and III respectively to have been under way at least ten or fifteen
years earlier than that scheme allows. Scheme Awas better adapted to the evidence; but one might
have looked for Class III at Asyut and Classes IV-V in the Decadrachm hoard. Moreover our S26, of
Class II, is overstruck on an Aeginetan stater with 'small skew' reverse, contemporary with the latest
Aeginetan pieces at Asyut. Between Scheme B and Cit seemed harder to choose. In the end I
allowed the Athenian currency decree to tilt the balance against C, accepting an early date for the
decree and arguing that in the unlikely event that it did not at first apply to Samos, the island's loss
of autonomy in 439 would have brought it firmly within the scope of the decree. Valid or not, one
need no longer rely on that argument. For Scheme Cwould not allow Asyut its nine tetradrachms of
Class II, nor the Decadrachm hoard its rich representation of the greater part of Class III.

Scheme B, on fhe other hand, fits the evidence of the new hoards perfectlv, and it even becomes
possible to add a little more precision to that scheme. Itwould seem beyond doubt that the burial of
the Decadrachm hoard, in the Lykian uplands behind Phaselis, is to be associated with the threat
ening advance of the Persians westwards in the spring of 464, which Kimon halted by his great
victory at the Eurymedon river, under the walls of Aspendos n. The Samian coins of Class III (i)-
(VIII) are not quite so sparkling fresh as most of the other non-Lykian pieces in the hoard, so that
even the latest of them are perhaps not quite as late as 464. Class III still had six issues to run -
three symbols then an issue without symbol, finally two more symbols, aphlasion and shield. Of
hese, some will have been minted before Eurymedon and some after. In SCS I had already con

jectured that the last two symbols are an allusion to the statue at the Samian Heraion of Maiandrios,
winner of the for the Eurymedon ; for the statue held an apMasfon in its right hand and on

' ' ^ t decorated with aphlasta in number equalling the Persian ships Maiandriossank ( ). The conjecture now appears to be confirmed, for the two symbols do indeed appear shortly
after the closure of the Decadrachm hoard, buried in the very year of the Eurymedon.

sympattufct?id!?aln^rs^chL'l^rth^^(16) For the date of the hoard see Kag'am C.l'(n 3above! ^ currency decree.
The date of this battle is much disn..f»H ' i . ^ ®caution on the link with Eurvmedon, 24.

1986, p. 68-85. I intend to discus! the , I evidence rigorously analysed by R. K. Unz, CQ, n.s. 36,
(.7) Ct. SCS. p.55 4. a-S "• "•

467/6-463/2
462/1 -446/5
445/4 - 440/39
439/8 - 425/4

D

461/0-457/6
456/5 - 440/39

439/8-434/3

433/2-419/8

//-o?
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Scheme B then is very strikingly confirmed, carrying with it the conclusion that the Samian mint
was closed in 439. We have not this time leaned upon the currency decree to establish the scheme;
but whether it was the settlement of 439/8 per se that enforced the closure of the mint, or the defeat
that brought Samos within the scope of a general decree against cPinage, is a question to be left for
future study.

CATALOGUE

Samian Standard, ca. 500-485 B.C.

Telradrachms

CLASS I (Plate II)

Obv. Lion's mask facing.
Rev. Head and neck of an ox to right, truncation dotted, usually within a square border of dots, the

whole in an incuse square.
Dies Irregular.

SI

82

S3

S4

S5

S6

S7

S8

S9

SA

SP

SA

SP

SA

SP

1

a

b

SA

SP

a

b

SA

SP

SA

SP

SA

SP

SA

SP

a

b

SA

SP

High relief; type closely surrounded by dotted circle. Flaws: depression on forehead •
line from hair to jowl at left.
Small incuse square; earerect; plain line to right of dots at truncation. Die broken at
left and below.

0° 12.20 London 19; SCS 1 a ; overstruck, on Aigina (trace of banded incuse on
rev.).

330° 12.75 Berlin : Imhoof-Blumer Coll.; SCS 1 b.
13.24 Asyut hoard 646; overstruck on Aigina.

Close to P 1; perhaps no ear; flaw rising from ox's back (not ethnic).
210 [5.95] Asyut hoard 653; fragment; overstruck on Aigina?

As last, but left margin much narrower; ear erect; no dotted border?
12.87 Asyut hoard 648.
13.33 Asyut hoard 649; rev. die broken; overstruck on Aigina.

Ear erect; no dotted border.
0° 13.27 Decadrachm hoard 353; CA pi. iv. 7.

220 [8.49] Asyut hoard 647 : corroded and flawed; fragment.
Type upon boss with dotted rim.
Ear erect; plain line on either side of dots at truncation.
40 13.27 New York, ANS: SCS 3; bought in Cairo; mended.

0° 12.95 Decadrachm hoard 385.
Hair in short, thick locks, curving down on to forehead.

120° 12.72 Boston 04.1050: Brett 1952; SCS 6.
Vertical flaw extending down right jowl.

80° 13.04 London 20: SCS 7; overstruck, possibly on Kyrene, cf. BMC Cyr. PI. iii

Possibly = SA 5reworked (esp. large locks from forehead).

15° 12.85 Paris 2231: SCS 5
Cairo market, 1965: fragment found in Egypt in a bullion hoard.

Hair carved m rough blobs.
Small incuse square; ox to left; style as last.

13.26 Asvut hoard 652.
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L SIO SA 5 Close circle of small dots visible, presumably added after S9.
SP 10 Small incuse square; style as last

215° 13.05 Berlin : Fox Coll.; SCS 2.
Sll SA 6 Very spiky hair.

SP 11 Style as last.
12.97 M.u.M. 66 (22.X.1984) 250.

- S12 SA 6 Flaws on forehead and on crown of head.

SP 12 Plain line to right of dots at truncation.
220° 12.97 London 21; SCS 4.

S13 SA 6 Flaws in hair, which perhaps is recut and lengthened after S12.
SP 13

350° [10.67] .4.syut hoard 651 ; fragment.

Samian Standard, ca. 485-439 B.C.

T elradrachms

CLASS II (Plate II-III)

Obv. Lion's mask facing.
Rev. Head and shoulder of an ox to right, truncation dotted; above, lA; in an incuse square.
Dies Irregular.

17

514 SA 7

SP 14

a

b

515 SA 7

SP 15

516 SA .8

SP 16

a

b

517 SA 8

SP 17

518 SA 8

SP 18

519 SA 8

SP 19

520 SA 9

SP 20

521 SA 10

SP 21

522 SA 10

SP 22

a

Small mask in high relief.

12.84 Asyut hoard 654.
60° 12.84 Asyut hoard 655.

Type to left; above, A i.
270° 11.86 London 22: SCS 8; weight suggests overstruck on Aigina.
Hair roughly carved in short locks.
Left edge of die broken away.
320° 13.07 Hess-Leu xxiv (16.iv.l964) 205; SCS 9.
180 13.22 Asyut hoard 650; struck after S17 below, see flaws on lion's forehead.

13.26 Asyut hoard 656.
Flaw ('tooth') at left side of muzzle.

Right stroke of A runs into horn.
270° 13.45 Leningrad 585/905: SCS 10; Zagazig hoard.

13.22 Decadrachm hoard 757.
Relief higher than last.

25° 13.01 Asyut hoard 661.
Similar to last.

50° 12.91 Asyut hoard 659.
Flaws frorn con\^ards. flat area on forehead and extending into mane; cracks in die
across both cheeks; break between right jowl and mane.

horn, and bottom left corner of field missing.
/v 12.0/ • T—\ f T-*1 °SCS 11a.

b 60° 12,76 -\syut hoard 658.
c 12.75 Spink. 1964; SCS Ub
d 160° 13.17 Oxford : Robinson Coll.
e 160° 12.86 Berlin: Ldbbecke Coll. d; overstruck.
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S23

f
9

h

SA 10

sp 2:1

S24-'SA 11
sp 2:1

S25 SA 11

SP 21

S26 SA 12

SP 25

S27 SA 12

SP 20

J. P. Bariion

13.00 Jameson Coll. 1524; S(^S 11 e.
130" [10,31| A.syul hoard C()3; fragment; ovcrstruck on Aigind; rev. corroded and

almost wholly illcgil)le.
(lO.Olj 'Near Kast' hoard. 1980: Coin Hoards vii, 1985, p.39. no. 10.4.

13.03 A.syiit hoard 657 (BM east 114); rev. very corroded.
Close to last; hair slants more sharply.

90" 13.24 Deradrachni hoard 377.
0" 13.27 AsyuL hoard 660; overstruck on Aigina.

Much flawed at top edge of mask and in hair.

13.12 Asyut hoard 662; overstruck on Aigina.
Deep groove at eye-slits, running sharply upwards; forehead in four vertical sections.
No ethnic.

90" 12.70 Paris 2230; SCS 12; overstruck on Aigina, 'small skew' reverse.

dim.

lieiK

hies

" 90" 12.82 Naville xiii (19'28)872; SCS 13 a; overstruck and double-struck.
h 90" 12.73 LoikIoh : .SC.S'13 ft.
r 170" 12.45 Oxford : Hobin.son Coll.; SCS 13 c; tooled.

CLASS III (Plate IIl-IV)

[Jem s iua.sk facing.
Head and shoulder of an ox to right, truncation dotted; above, iA; usually (i.e. after 832) a
changing symbol above or behind; the whole in an incuse circle.
Irregular.

S28 SA 12

SP 27

S29 SA 13

SP 28

S30 SA 13

SP 29

S31 SA 13

SP 31)

S32 SA 14

SP 31

S33 SA 14

SP 32

S34 SA 11

SP 33

(i) No symbol

Maw (.spot) between left jowlami lowest lock of hair; compare also 'teeth' flaws.

150" 12,99 Berlin: Lobbecke Coll.; SCS 14.
b'laws on forehead below left ear.
Maw In field below.
300" 12.90 London 32: Borrell Coll.; S<^S 15.

300" 13.16 Decadrachm hoard 366.

0" 1.1.11 Decadrachm hoard 356; overstruck.
Maws in left eye and between right jowland mane.
Iopofdie off flan; hence pos.sibly a symbol above (ifso, presumably a helmet
below); but large scale would probably notallow sufficient space.

13.08 Glasgow: Hunter Coll. I {Cat. PI. llii 17); SCS 16.

(ii) Above, a helmet to right

('rested helmet. Horizontal flaw on neck.
10" 12.73 Berlin: linhoof-Blnmcr Coll.; SCS 17.

C.re.sled helmet. Large flaw at right of die.
15(r 13.13 Decadrachm hoard 373; flaw beginning, helmet to horn.

0" 13.15 Decadrachm hoard 370; flaw muchenlarged.

S35 SA 14

SP 34

S36 SA 15

SP 35

S37-,SA 15
SP 36

a

S38

ft

SA 16

SP 36

S39 SA 16

SP 37

S40 SA 16

SP 38

S41 SA 16

SP 39

S42 SA 16

SP 40

S43 SA 17

SP 11

S44 SA 17

SP 42

S45 SA 17

SP 13

S46 .SA 17

SP 44

S47 SA 17

II JO
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290" 13.22 London 34 : Borrell Coll.; SCS 18 rt.
220" 13.02 London 35: Borrell Coll.; SCS18ft; flan madefrom two pieces (coins?)

hammered together.

180" 13.18 Decadrachm hoard 372; overstruck.

180" 13.15 Decadrachm hoard 354.

13.11 Decadrachm hoard 359.

Helmet without crest.

180" 13.20 Decadrachm hoard 375.

0" 13.30 Decadrachm hoard 361.

Plaw on centre of forehead, shaped like letter A; another on right of nose.

100" 12.60 Berlin: Prokesch-Osten Coll.; SCS 19.

330" 13.51 Decadrachm hoard 362.

45" 12.75 Oxford: Bobinson Coll.; SCS 20.
270" 13.22 Decadrachm hoard 364.

0" 13.12 Decadrachm hoard 365.

120" 12.97 Decadrachm hoard 380 (rev. corroded and worn).

(iii) Above, lA/AlOcs/ \

Above, tA/A
70" 13.06 Munich: SCS 21.

0° 13.24 Decadrachm hoard 358; ovcrstruck.
60° 13.04 Decadrachm hoard 382; C.4 pl.iv 38; overstruck.

.All flaws larger

230" 12.95 Paris 2237: SCS 22.
120" 13.13 Decadrachm hoard 379.
Hair projects liown forehead in an arc.

12.70 Kabul: SCS 23; Chaman-i Huzuri hoard.

120" 13.23 Decadrachm hoard 383.

•10" 12.75 London 41 : Borrell (^oll.; SCS 24
13.13 Decadrachm hoard 1661.

(iv) .Above, a wheel

Lxtonding flaw where left half of moustache meets field.

300° 13.17 Deeadrachni hoard 381.
160 12.80 Boston 86.822: Brett 1953; SCS 25; from Naukratis. 'Silversmilh'ij

hoard',
b'law further enlarged.
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SP 15 Horizontal flaw on neck after e.
(I 20ir 12.70 Oxford: Rohinson Coll.; SCS 26 a.
b imr London 27: Rorrell Coll.; .S'C'.S 26 b.
c 25.5" 13.15 London 36: Woodhouse Coll., 1866; .SY;S 26 f.

-^6" 12.87 C.amhrld^e : McC.lean ('.oil. 81()1;Sothehy 8.V.08 (O'llai/an) 590; SCS 26
(I.

*•' 330" 13.39 Deeadriichni hoard 368.
f 120" 13.27 Decadrarhni hoard 371.
fl •^00" 13.28 Decadrachm hoard 378.
b 30" 13.18 Decadrachm hoard 381.

S48 SA M New flaw where left half of moustache meets field.
SP 16 Smaller wheel.

a UUr 13.12 Coiienhaj^cn 1680: Ch. Stoke Coll.; .SCS 27.
b 13.22 Decadrachm hoard M2.
c 210" 13.38 l)ccadra<hm hoard 360.
d 150" 13.17 Decadrachm hoard 369.

S49 SA 16

SP 17

S50 SA 18

SP 18

• S51 SA 18

SP .19

S52 SA 18

SP 50

S53 SA 19

SP 51

554-,SA 19
Sl> 52

555-lsA 20
SP 52

S56 SA '20

SP :53

(v) .\hove. a right eye

All flaws further enlarged.
Ox's chin tucked back further than usual. Flaw below inner cornerof eye symbol;
another running from its outer edge.
130" 12.92 Copenhagen 1679: .SCS 28.

Very close to last.
205" 13.01 Oxford: Rohinson (mil.; SCS 29 a.
230" 13.09 London 38: Rorrell Coll.; SCS 29 6.
180" 13.17 Decadrachm hoard 357.
210" 13.26 Decadrachm hoard 1666.
I'law acro.ss top of mane from centre to right car; another on forehaed.

60" 13.25 Decadrachm hoard 1665,

Kthnic above eye symbol, b^law in field below ox's nose; another to left of horn; a
third running into lop of inner corner of eye symbol.
90" 13.19 Decoflrachnj hoard 367.
60" 13.32 Decadrachm hoard .371; double struck.

Vienna (formerly V- cast in London): SCS 30.

(vi) Behind, a long anchor or hook

Fluke to left.

Kiphissia, Private collection: SCS 32.
90° 13.10 Decadrachm hoard 386.

I-,arge flaw on forehead.
Fluke to right, set high.
180" 13.14 Decadrachm hoard 352.

150" 12.45 Oxford: Robinson Coll.; SCS 31.
180" 12.88 Decadrachm hoard 355.

Fluke to right, set low.
180" 13.12 Decadrachm hoard 363.

Tin-; Sii.vE:n C.oms or Samo.s comk of Agf

(vii) Behind, prow of a Samaina to right

557 SA 21

SP 51

255" 12.92 Jmmlon 30: Rorrell Coll.; SCS 33.
558 SA 22 Close to last

SP ;)5

S69 SA 23

SP 56

S60 SA 2^1

SP 57

S61 SA 21

SP 58

260" 12.81 Berlin 1.58/1877: SCS 31.

(viii) Behind, olive branch

Very close to last - same artist.

25" 12.97 New York, ANS: Berry Coll. 1100; SCS 35 a.
13.30 Kahul: SCS 35 b: (3iaman-i lluziirt hoard.

210" 12.74 Munich; .SCS 36.
180" 13.15 Decadrachm hoard 376; CA pi. Iv 60.

/I. 'J

21

200° 12.88 Frankfurt 1204: G. Buppell Coll., 1862; SCS 37; double-
turned through 90".

struck, flan

For the remaining issues of Class III, see SCS p. 184-186, as follows:
(ix) Behind, an amphora upright
(x) Above, an owl standing to right

(xi) Above, an astrayalos V
(xii) No symbol

(xiii) Behind, aphlaston of a ship
(xiv) Behind, a shield

Cla.ss IV Behind, an olive branch

38-39

40-43

44

45-49

50-51

52-53

54-55

Euboic Standard, 494/3-488/7 B.C
Samlans at Zankle

Telradrachms (Plate V)

Obi). Lion's mask facing, upoti a boss.
Prow ofa Samaina lo lefl, with a circular border ofdots; onNos 9-20. a sequence letter at left; the
whole in an incu.se circle.

Die.i Irregular.

SI SZAl-SZPl

82 n SZA2-SZP2

r S3 SZA3-S2P2

a

b

S4 SZA3-SZP3

Year 1

16.47 Asyul hoard 13.

150 17.05 Berlin 381/1875: SCS 1; Messina hoard.
16.62 Asyul hoard 12

20°

17.19 Niggeler Coll. (Aukt. 3.xii.65. 117); SCS 'hr. Mes.sina hoard.
Gcla: SCS 2ft; Gcla hoard.

17.15 .Asyut hoard 14.
[9.98| Asyul hoard (fragment).

^ 17.33 Asyut hoard 16; obv. flaws cf. S4 below.
215 17.31 London: SCS 3; Messina hoard.



55 SZAI-SZP4

a

b

56 SZA5 - SZPf)

57 SZA5-SZP6

58 SZAr>-SZP7

a

b

S9 SZA6-SZP8

510 SZAt)-SZP9

511 SZA7-SZP10

512 SZA8-SZP11

513 SZA9-SZP12

514 SZA9-SZP13

515 SZAIO-SZPM

516 SZA10-SZP15

517 SZA11-SZP15

[ S18 SZA12-SZP16
S19 SZA12-SZP17

S20 SZA13-SZP18

J. p. Uarron

0" 17.08 Hess-Leu xxviii (1965) 69; SCS 46.
250" 16.86 London: SCS 4a; Lloyd Coil. 1081; Mes.sina hoard.
New obverse style, close to lettered issues.
140" 17.22 Berlin 707/1902: SCS 5 ; Zagazi^ hoard.
On rev., reinforcing beam at side of ship displaced upwards.

17.16 Asyut hoard 17.

90" 17.41 Leu vii (9.v.73) 66.
17.20 SCS 6; Zagazig hoard (?).

Vear 1: A

140" 17.00 London : SCS 7; chisel cut.
140" 17.03 J. P. Rosen Coll. 11; Asyut hoard 18.
270" Gela : SCS 8; Gela hoard.

90" 17.23 Paris 2258: SCS 0; Messina hoard.

Year 2: 8

0" 16.96 Vienna 18021 : SCS 10.

0" 17.01 New York. ANS: SCS 11 ; SNG ANS Pt. 4. 307; found in Pcnsia.
16.42 Asyut hoard 19.

War 4: A

17.27 Asyut hoard 20.
17.16 Asyut hoard 21.

270" 16.27 New York, ANS: SCS 12; SNG ANS Pt.4. 308; bought 1929.
from 'recent hoard', probably the Sicily 1927-8 hoard {IGCIl
2073).

180" 17.32 Leu xiii (29.iv.75) 52; Asyut hoard 22.
17.20 Asyut hoard 23.
17.20 Asyut hoard 24.

Year 6: 3

16.97 (Cambridge: SCS 13o; McClean Coll. 2377; Messina hoard.
90" 17.08 Oxford: SCS 136; Robinson Coll.; SNG Ashm. Pi.2, 1820;

South Anatolian hoard.

[Iat-

HISTOIRE DE POULPES

Denyse lii'iUKND

(Planche VI)

SYRACUSE ET ADRANON

En classant le.s monnaies de Syracuse de rAmerican Numismatic Society, j'ai rencontre une mon-
naie do bronzequo je ne connaissais pas. Elle portait 6 I'avers une t^te d'Athena au casque corin-
thien, au revers, un poulpe. S'il y avait une legende,elle n'etait plus lisible(pi. VI n. 1). J'ai trouve
une piece des monies coins dans un volunjc de (4abrici (•), puis dans d'autrcs articles. Je me suis
rapidement rendu compte. que c'etait la mOme piece qui 6tait rcproduite partout: il s'agit d'une
monnaie qui se trouve n (ilasgow piibliee dans le Catalogue du Hunterian Museum et attribuce a
Syracuse(^). Gabrici I'a considercc comme un tetras — quart de litra ou trois onkias — et l*a datee
de 344-317 av. J.-C.

Pour tenter de comprendre cette monnaie, j'ai d'abord fait de I'histoire naturelle, puis de Thistoire.
Mcs recherchcs ont debute dans les eaux de la M^diterranee. Je tenais a examiner le petit mol-

lusque visibles sur les monnaies de Syracuse. 11 a une grosse t^te, deux yeux proeminents et huit
pieds d'egale longueur, munis de ventouses. 11 fail partie de la famille des cephalopodes, c'est un
octopode.

Ce poulpe ou pieuvre (octopus), a souvent et6 confondu par les numismates avec la seiche (sepia,
cuttlefish), qui, elle, est un dccapode et possede, en dehors des huit bras courts, deux tentacules longs
et, au-dessous de la tMe. un corps ovale bonle d'une nageoire.

Imhoof-Blumer dccrit et illustre(®) sept monnaies au poulpe et trois a la seiche. IL Seyrig, en
parlant du poulpe sur une monnaie d'l^retric (^), dit qu'il ne faut pas le prendre pour une seiche. II
montre quo les Anciens savaient Irts bien graver un calmar quand ils le voulaient.

La plupart des numismates, non contents de confondre le poulpe avec la seiche, I'ont represente
jusqu'6 ces derniers temps a I'envers, les bras flottant en I'air et la tSte en has. Et pourtant, la
rnanidre dont les graveurs ont mis la legende sur les revers des premieres litrai, indique la position
correcte du poulpe, comine ils ont au.ssi mis les marques de valeur sur les premiers tetras et onkiai:
afin que mil n'en ignore.

(1) Gaiirici, Monetuzione, p.02. n.9.
(2) G. Macuonai-i). Greek Coins in the Hunterian Collection,Glasgow, 1899-1905, n. 106 el pi. XVII. n. 8.
(3) F. lMH(K)K-Ib.iiMKU, Tier- and PPanzenbilder auf MOnzen and (irmnien des klassischrn Mlerlums, Leipzig, 1884,

p.51 et 52 el pi. VIII, 16-22 (Rcrit el illuslri* .sept monnnies ft poulpes do Crolone. .SyrucuBu, Populoaiaet Er^trie, et de
2.3 ft 2.5, trois njonnaies ft seiches de Koresia de Kftos et d'uti atelier incertain.

(4) H. Skyrh;. Poulpes et seirhcb sur les monnaies grecques, dans REA, 52. 19.50. p. .372 = Scripla num/snia/ica (1986),
p. 4.
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